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NATIONAL HEALTH lNSURANCE—
NEW BILL INTRODUCED

On April 2, Senator Edward M. Kennedy and COngress-
rnan. WObur D. M]lls joined to introduce a new proposal

““”-on national health insurance. Thk comprotike approach
vindicated the analysis of our April FAS Report on the

Kennedy and Nixon proposals-an analysis which had

gone to press too late to address the new approach.

In introducing this new bill, Kennedy and MNs noted

that an extensive debate was underway but that “if we
are to be responsive to the clearly perceived needs of our

Nation, at some point the debate must end, adjustment of

OPPOsing views must be worked out and action take”.”

They therefore modified tbe older Kennedy proposal to

permit deductibles and coinsurance. (It had required no

direct payments of any kind.) But they lowered these
components of direct consumer spending. The annual de-

ductible would be $150 after which the patient would pay

25% (coinsurance) of later expenses. (Many kinds of

care for children, includlng pre-natal care are excused

from the deductible to encourage the use of these services.)
No family would have to pay more than two full de-

ductibles ($300 total), even if there were more than two

members (the Nixon bill would have set this at three

deductibles or $450). And the maximum deductible plus
coinsurance required of any family. in a year would be
$1,000 (rather than tbe Nixon bill’s $1 ,500),

Relating Direct Costs to Income

The Nixon bill related deductibles and coinsurance per-

centages closely to income level for those below $10,000.
The Kennedy-Mills bill relates them less closely and is,

as a result, much easier to administer. Famiiies of size

one, two, three and four would be freed of any deductible

or coinsurance payment if their incomes fell below $2,400,

$3,600, $4,200 or $4,800 respectively. Increment.r of in-
come above these limits could not be taxed for medical

expenses at a rate higher than 25’%.

The Kennedy-Mills bill repairs a major flaw in the

Nmon plan by calling for virtually compulsory coverage

and by covering the worker continuously no matter whether

he moves from job to job or becomes unemployed. The

--Continued on page 2

DETENTE AND SOVIET SCIENCE

Since the publication of the October FAS Report on
Detente and Soviet Science, the most newsworthy de-
velopment has been the expulsion of Alexander Solzhe-
nits yn. In December, Zhores Medvedev’s Ten Years A ffey
[van Denisovich appeared in English describing Solzhe-
nitsyn’s struggle (Alfred Knopf, $6.95). Many FAS mem-
bers are familiar with Dr. Medvedev’s book, The Med-
vedev Papers: The Plight of Soviet Science Today in which
he skillfully uncovers the structure of censorship over
science, This volume does an analogous service for So-
viet literature, describing the unbelievably intense Soviet
Government preoccupation with literary censorship. The
power of the censors, and the Byzantine struggles required
of those who want to publish are painful to behold.

Solzhenitsyn wrote A Day in the Life of Ivan Deni-
.sovich between 1956 and 1958 but, despairing of any
chance of publishing it, he kept hk story secret. After
Khrushchev denounced Stalin’s crime, a book about the
Stalinist camps seemed plausible. He sent it to the famous
journal IVovy Mir, reknowned for its persistent efforts to
push the Iimits of censorship in the dbection of freer
discussion.

First Secretary Subordinate to Censors

The journal’s chief edhor and guiding spirit was Alex-
ander Tvardovsky, After rounding up endorsements of
the book from men of letters and given the unanimous
vote of the editorial board. Tvardovsky passed it along
with a covering letter to Khrushchev’s assistant on cul-
tural matters, V. S. Lebedev. He read h aloud to Khru-
shchev while the latter was on vacation and in a relaxed
mood, Khrushchev liked it but—although he had the au-
thority as Fkst Secretary to censor material pu.x~ed by the
censoring authority (Gkwit )—he did not have the au-
thority himself to authorize publication of any document.

The matter was referred to the Presidium of the Central
Committee in November, 1962. It was cautious at its first
meeting and unanimous at its second—after Khrushchev
and Mikoyan moved its acceptance. But by March 1963,
four months later, Khrushchev was backing down in the
face of the submission for publication of many books
about the Stalinist camps, In a related reversal, though
Solzhenitsyn was the obvious candidate for the Lenin
Prize in literature, the Lenin Prize committee was in.
duced to strike him from the list of candidates by false
charges—difficult to disprove immedhteIy-that he had

—Continued on page 3
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INSURANCE, from page 1

Nixon plan had simply required employers to buy speci-
fied insurance benefitfi this had the disadvantage of re-
lating expenses for insurance to the experience of the par-
ticular employer—in particular, employees would be re-
quired to change coverage when they changed jobs, and
employers might be induced to hire only classes of em-
ployees who were good health risks. On the other hand,
the Nixon plan tended to encourage insurance companies
to compete with one another in costs to secure tbe busi-
ness.

The Kennedy-Mills bill requires that the Board of the
Social Security Administration, which it sets up, “shall to
the extent possible” enter into contracts with insurance
carriers to administer the bill. This has the desirable effect
of avoiding an enormous centralized bureaucracy in Wash-
ington whose duty. it...would.. be_ to process all claims.. But
the b]ll does not exploit the readiness of the insurance
companies to translate the efficiency into savings through
competition.

The bill would pay only charges that were “reasonable
and necessary.” But payments to physicians in any speci-
fied geographic area would be made in accordance with
a fee schedule negotiated with the medical societies of
that area. It would be adjusted upwards subsequently no
faster than inflation.

The costs of this bill would be paid by having employers
contribute an amount equal to 3% of the wages they pay.
Employees would pay 1%. Both would pay only up to
$20,000 of income for each individual.

The Committee for National Health Insurance, repre-
senting a large number of labor and liberal interests, re-
leased a statement on April 16 declining to follow Senator
Kennedy into this compromise. Labor insists that the plan
adopted eliminate deductibles and coinsurance. (“Millions
of American families will never again have to pay a doc-
tor’s bill or a hospital bill” notes CNHI if their pre-
ferred Health Security Bill is passed. ) Other groups back-
ing Scnamr .Kemmd y’s..ezr.lku+ropmaL@ecLl0...permit-
ting insurance companies to participate in any way. (“In-
surance companies would be fiscal intermediaries, but the
evidence that the use of private insurance carriers would
improve efficiency of the system is entirely on the other
side.”) The release adds that the insurance companies
would mike money writing supplementary policies to
cover deductibles, coinsurance and uncovered costs. In
fact, with rising costs, insurance companies have been
making very little, and often losing, on group insurance
contracts.

Underlying the rejection of this Kennedy-Mills com-
promise is the political calculation that nothing will happen
in this session as the Senate becomes preoccupied during
the summer with the trial of the President. Next year, it is
assumed, a much more liberal and Democratic Congress
can be persuaded to buy a far-reachhg bill with radkal
changes in the health delivery system. Why lock the system
into anything less, these interests argue, when one can
only pass such a bill once. ❑

FIVE NEW FAS SPONSORS NAMED

In March, FAS added to its list of Sponsors three

eminent doctors, one psychiatrist and one mathematician.

Dr. Paul B. Beeson, former Chairman of the Depart-

ment of Internal Medicine at Yal% Dr. Franklin A. Neva,

Chief of the Laboratory on Parasitic Diseases at the Na-

tional Institute on Allergy and Infectious Disease& Dr.

Myron E. Wegman, Dean and Professor of Public Health

at the University of Michigan School of Public Health;

Dr. Roy Menninger, President of the Menninger Founda-

tion; and Max Palevsky, President of Scientific Data

Systems.
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DETENTE, from page 1

not actually been rehabilitated for the crimes for which
he served in the camps.

The efforts to suppress Solzenhhsyn were characteris-
tically underhanded, petty, comprehensive and anonymous.
Articles were inspired to smear him. He was accused of
the sin of pride for signing his name without initial. The
usual charge was made that he was really a Jew. Invita-
tions to speak even to small groups were canceled sys-
tematically at the last minute on orders from unknown
higher-ups.

The Writers Union is so craven as to permit all of
the speeches at its Congress to be censored; speakers are
warned not to depart from the texts. It is so vengeful
that a single brave writer who abstained from a prear-
ranged decision to throw Solzenhltsyn out promptly lost
hk job. Anditsmanipulators aresoguilt-ridden that they
censored the medlcaI diagnosis of Tvardovsky so that no
one could connect hk tiirombosis with their earlier action
in removinghlm as editor of Nbvy Mir. The societal sick-
ness in the Soviet Union is almost beyond belief.

The press has noted the decision to refuse snlzhenitsyn
the awarding of his Nobel Prize at a ceremony inside the
Soviet Union. (He feared losing hiscitizenship if he left.)

NEW STRATEGIC POLIC

Since the March Report, the Secretary of Defense has
addressed strategic policies in: ( 1 ) the Annual Posture
Statement; (2) a top secret hearing before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee (later declassified); and (3)
an open session before two Senate subcommittees. There
is also rumored to be a State of the World Message due
which will further treat strategic issues.

The Secretary is emphasizing that the adjustment in
strategic policy “does not imply major new strategic
weapon systems and expenditures” ( 1 above). Here he
is evidently referring to questions of targeting which he
emphasizes reflect a change in “targeting doctrine” rather
than “retargeting”. The point he wants to make is that
we have been targeting the rnllita~ targets but not empha-
sizing in doctrine the possibdity of firing at them selec-
tively. The Secretary feels that “nobody at the political
level from 1961-1971 has put the energy [sic] bebind
developing the doctrine and the plans” (2).

Another’ part of the strategic policy will require new
weapons, however; this is the new emphasis on the po-
litical significance of our weapons. The Posture Statement
emphasizes especially the political perceptions of third
parties:

“There is also an important relationship between the
political behavior of many leaders of other nations and
what they perceive the strategic nuclear balance to be.

Hence to the degree that we wish to influence the
per~eptions of others, we must take appropriate steps
(bytheir lights) inthedesign of the strategic forces,”

This concern with third party perceptions appearsin (2)
where the Secretary notes that European reaction to hk

But Dr. Mcdvedev decodes inthisbook, forthe first time,
how Novesty Press Agency, the KGB, and unique indivi-
duals like Victor Louis, engage in a variety of small
maneuvers to pre-empt foreign copyrights, They provide
the Soviet press with pm-packed “foreign” articles to
quote—articles that are, in actuality, drafted irrside the
Soviet Union, Using exceedingly obscure journals in the
West, they are thus able to plant slanderous charges which
can then be quoted with lessened responsib]Iity by Soviet
publications.

There are anumberof wonderful insights in this book
into Soviet anxieties, For example, censored material in
the Soviet Union is treated with the technology we re-
serve here for top secret documents. When the censors
reversed their decision on some war memoirs, 80,000 al-
ready printed copies of Novy Mir were first preshredded
lest they be hijacked en route to the pulp mill which then
shreds them more completely.

The style of this book is pure Medvedev. It is lucid
and factual. It reflects the diligent Sherlock Holmes qual-
ity of a natural scientist taking observations on a bizarre
political sciencs process. Written in evident homage to
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, it is more than a tribute. It repre-
sents the Ieadlng case study in the struggle of Soviet
literature to be free. o

CONTINUES TO UNFOLD

change in targeting doctrine was “uniformly welcoming,
even joyous”, because he alleged they recognized that it
meant the deterrent was still usable with limited rather
than massive retaliation.

The key unresolved question continues to be the
emphasis upon higher accuracy for U.S. missiles and the
rationale for it.

The political rationale sometimes offered is “essential
equivalence.” If the Soviets have the capacity to attack
our land-based missiles by 1980, we should have the
capacity to strike theirs; this would take high accuracy.
But thk political rationale is very thin strategically since
the answer is of the form: “If you don’t get me first, I
have the capacity to get you later”. After all, if they car-
ried out their threat, their holes would be empty and our
missiles would be destroyed!

Strategically, high accuracy is unnecessary for very
limited attacks by a few missiles and inadequate for a
dkmming attack (since the Soviet Union has submarines).
What use might it have in real Pentagon scenarios?

Asked by Senator Fulbright what circumstances he
might envisage for limited selective nuclear use, Secre-
tary Schlesinger mentioned only the possibility of Europe
being overrun and said: “It is veg’ hard for me, Senator,
to think of other circumstances in which the advantages
involved in the use of nuclear weapons could in any way
be commensurate with the risks”, Therefore, one must
focus, presumably, on this scenario and on American,
rather than Snviet, first use.

There is one possibility associated with this scenario
which requires large, but not total, missile firings. Thk
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POTENTIAL SOVIET AND US ICBM MIRVS*
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would be attacks on Soviet IRBM’s and MRBMs and
medium range bomber bases during a war in Europe. The
pre-emptive American attacks—which would necessarily
be upon Soviet soil—would be designed to prevent a
Soviet pre-emption upon the 250 some installations in
Western Europe. Significantly, the Secretary gave “lR-
BM sites” as the prime example of the need for hard
target capability (2).

The problems seen by the Secretary concern the pos-
sible replacement of the SS-11 by the SS-X-19 which will
increase Soviet throw weight by two or three times. From
his point of view, the Soviet program has thus become
“potentially the pacing item in what is referred to as the
arms race.”

SALT Talks

The Administration now sees motivation for limiting
MIRV fearing that, in due course, the Soviets are now
going to have more and larger MIRVS than we. It is
putting aside many of the older verification objections to
a MIRV ‘test, Now the problem is getting the Russians
to agree,

The Administration method of the moment is to limit
payload capability of land-based missiles, especially of
the larger ones. The Soviet response seems to have been
one of arguing for a limit on numbers of MIRV warheads.

Ultimately, however, there is no way of avoiding the
fact that (a) accuracy cannot be controlled; (b) ac-
curacy can substitute for payload or size of warhead; and
(c) in particular, with sufficient accuracy, even identical
and equal sized land-based missile forces could annihl-
late the other depending upon who strikes first, Thus
there is no solution in SALT, in the long run, to the
land-based missile vulnerability problem.

What are the implications of this fact? If the Defense
Department wants ~o do so, it can probably undermine
the SALT treaty. It can return to talking about the vul-
nerability of land-based missiles and suggest that only
an ABM can protect them. Site defense ABM can then
be the wedge that provokes withdrawal from the treaty.
(City-defense ABM against Soviet attack would, presum-
ably, look worse every year as the Soviets got more and
more warheads. But Chinese ICBMS might—with a turn-
around of Sine-American Ielations—be another source of
ABM momentum. )

Meanwhile, quite apart from the ABM treaty, tbe
interim agreement which fixes the number and location of
missiles on each side, is very much at risk. As each side
gets tbe capablfity to destroy the other side’s land-based
missiles, the excuse for withdrawing from the interim
agreement gets stronger.

The SALT II talks are influenced, naturally, by these
considerations. There are really three SALT possibilities.
One, getting rid of the land-based missiles on each side,
was adopted by FAS, A second approach, presumably
carried to Moscow by SecretaV Kissinger, was to limit
the warhead carrying capability in an effort to stabilize
the problem. This can solve the problem at best only in
the near term, since as accuracy increases the problem
reappears. The third possibility is an overall agreement
on numbers of land missiles, sea-based missiles, and bomb-
ers with freedom to mix by moving the land missiles to
sea. This tries to paper over the problem of limiting arms
expenditures since mixing and modernization are all that
anyone really has in mind anyway, But it seizes oppor-
tunistically on the fact that overall numbers are largely
equal now—if bombers are counted where the U.S. has
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HYPOTHETICAL RECIPROCAL COUNTERSILO CAPABILITIES:
SOVIET UNION &US ICBMS
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an edge. And it vents the pressures resulting fmm land-
based missile vulnerability by permitting their movement
to sea.

The fundamental problem underlying analysis of U.S.
SALT positions is their dependence upon inherently po-
litical decisions masquerading as military ones. The threat
to land-based missiles is a good example. The specter of
this threat is essentially military, but the decisions to
raise it, and the solutions posed for it, are surprisingly
political. Another Administration might have ignored the
survivability problem for a number of years more and,
dependkg upon future development, might never have
raised it.

Adrninistmtion Has a Choice,., .. ..-
Having raised it, the Administration can treat it as a

military problem requiring military solution (e.g., move
missiles to sea) or as a political problem requiring. po-
litical solution (show allies we have the same capability
with which to threaten the Russians). Since it is impos-
sible for th4 outside (or even the inside) analyst to deter-
mine which line the Administration is going to take, pro-
jection of SALT solutions is hard indeed.

We are entering an era in which threats to our stra-
tegic forces are highly subjective in nature and many
years off, and therefore hard to Wage. How seriously they
are taken wiii be an essentially political decision. In the
light of tfrk fact, it is hard to be too cynical about the
course of weapons procurement. The strategic weaporis
acquisition process inspires the political system to take
seriously such threats as are necessary to advance develop-
ing weapons systems (ABM, MIRV, Trident, higher ac-
curacy or whatever).

Most recently, as this Report is being written, the Sec-

THEORETICAL US FIRST STRIKE
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retary of State has suggested that no comprehensive agree-
ment is in the cards this year. It is probably just as well.
These matters are too dependent upon political decisions
to be made by an Administration under the greatest W-
Iitical attack of the last 100 years.

Official Candor
The Secretary has made a number of points that re-

flected a sensible approach to the arms race. The recent
Soviet developments with four new rockets after the SALT
I signing were not intended to “deceive us” but had re-
flected Ieadtime problems and had been started long in
advance of the treaty.

He acknowledged a “large element of truth” in Senator
Muskie’s view that national strategies are an “accident of
development”; in particular, the Russians had followed
up large missiles developed long ago and tried to make
the best possible use of that capability.

He noted that he had not agreed with Secretary Laird
in 1969 that the SS-9 was a Mhuteman killer or that the
United States had been facing a ‘Seviet first-strike capa-
bility.” He also admitted. as former DDRE Chief John
Foster had never been wiIlirrg to do, that MIRV was not
necessary in the absence of Soviet ABM deployment. * (The
admission is, of course, somewhat academic since the U.S.
MIRV is now deployed. ) The Secreta~ conceded that
“the rationale of the Triad was a rationalization”. And
he noted that “we now have greater operational counter-
force capabilities than they have.”

He also pointed out that it would cost the Soviet Union
about $30 billion to retrofit the SS-11 with the SS-19
and $12-$15 bNion to replace the SS.9 with the SS-X-18.
Thus there is financial reason to think that these threats
might not arise. ~

*DoD now claims testimony record was in error, (Added in press,)
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WORLD FOOD RESERVES

The September Report recommended, among other
things, that the United States take the lead in encourag-
ing a system of stable food reserves. The November Re-
port suggested that the Department of Agriculture was
ill-prepared for scarcity and had not given the possibility
of scarcity sutlicient consideration. What has happened
since these analyses?

Immediately after the November issue, the Food and
Agricultural Organization (FAO) had a Conference in
Rome, The participants were somewhat nervous about
the general food situation. 1972 had seen the first drop
in agricultural production since World War 11. And while
1973 was showing a recovery from the bad weather of
the year before, there was no sign of a diminution in high
food prices. These prices had been increased not only by
drought, but by inflation, higher storage and transporta-
tion costs, currency changes and speculation. The result
was that a 15% increase in world export trade meant
only a 7 Yo increase in real terms. The famine in the
African Sahel was showing no signs of abatement. Ex-
pected rains had failed in September and October.

FAO had hefore it in Rome a plan presented by its
Director-General for a world food security policy. This
plan did not call for an “international” food reserve so
much as it called upon member governments to hold na-
tional reserves stocks which, in combkation, would pro-
vide a minimum safe level of basic food stocks. The ex-
tent of each national reserve would be determined through
consultation and in accordance with various guidelines.
The FAO Conference endorsed the general principles of
the world food security policy and referred it to a work-
ing party.

U.S. Poficy Unclear at Best

U.S. policy toward this plan is in the process of for-
mation, we say we support it in principle. But a closer
examination suggests otherwise. The specific principles we
support are these first, there should be a buildup of re-
serves worldwide second, there should be coordination
of some kind among the reserve holding countries third,
the method for holding tbe reserves should be flexible in
that no particular method is forced on any country, The
United States does envisage “targets” for reserves that
should be held—world commodky levels so to speak.

One large catch is that the United States is not support-
ing a national reserve for itself. Basically the Secretary of
Agriculture shares a common view in the Agriculture
Department that there is no way to hold reserves witi-
out their becoming a price depressant. He is not about
to support methods that depress prices. Thus, on March
21, Secretary Butz said: “government-managed reserves
are not consistent with an incentive economy fitafics in
original] they restrict farmers’ freedom and would
leave farmers permanently at the mercy of politicians
oriented to cheap food. ” A forfiori, there has been no
thought to how the reserves would be allocated except,
of course, through the market. “I would urge extreme
caution before we write into food reserve legislation any
export restrictions We can’t afford to risk driving our
customers to other sources of supply” [italics in original].

SECRETARY BUTZ ON
WORLD FOOD RESERVES:

LET THEM EAT INFORMATION

“Some people propose an international system of
stock accumulation, ownership, and control as the
answer. A better way, the one which I favor, is
through an intemationaf sharing of production, sup-
ply, and stock information-to assess surplus and
deficit situations, and to furnish guidelines for na-
tions to follow as they develop their own courses
of action. The actrml management of food reserves
would be under the jurisdiction of each indhidual
country. Even buying nations would retain the re-
sponsibility for maintaining much of their own re-
serves.”

—March 21, 1974 to the Senate Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry

The Department is investigating the possiblfity that
private enterprise might hold sutticientiy large stocM to
play the necessary role without Government intervention.
It seems a forlorn hope. At present there are no market
incentives for private parties to finance acquiring and
storing reserves. And such storage might involve a few
years. Thus, in our effort to avoid resuming our role aa
stockholder for the world, we are planning not to be a
stockholder at all, while supporting “in principle” a world-
wide system of reserve stocks!

In his April 15 speech to the United Nations, Secre-
tary of State Kksinger said, “We are prepared to join
with other governments in a major worldwide effort to
rebuild food reserves.” But this does not indicate that we
are prepared to hold a sizeable portion of those reserves
ourselves.

In November, in Rome, there will be a World Food
Conference proposed by Secretary of State Kksinger.
World food reserves will be on the agenda. The United
States seems to be preparing, however, to discuss ways
and means of helping other countries keep reserves using
our technical aid and/or financing. One cannot help feel-
ing that policy, at the moment, is “let others do it.”

The policy is a foolish one. As a National Planning
Association Report (Feint or Famine, Willard W. Coch-
rane ) noted, the United States tends to be at the crack end
of the WKIP with regard to domestic farm and food prices
in the absence of production controls, import-export con-
trols and reserve stocks. Reserve stocks could be a balanc-
ing wheel helping prevent enormous rapid shifts in the
prices that fanners receive and consumers pay. They would
make America a more reliable export partner and en-
courage trade liberalization. In turn, this would help the
balance of payments and the strength of the dollar. Espec-
ially important, these reserves can save lives in develop-
ing countries if famine strikes. And they can be a useful
tool in American foreign policy as when we have reserves
and the Soviets do not. ❑
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LAW OF THE SEA CONFERENCE
In April 1973, FAS opposed a bill, S. 1134, whose

purpose was to spur ocean bottom mining for minerals
through licensing and guarantees. The bill had been drafted
by the American Mining Congress in the hOpes Of Pre-
empting a U.N. Law of the Sea Conference which would
have decided, among other thkrgs, who owned these
minerals and how they were to be exploited.

on July 9, a Senate ResOlutiOn spOnsOred by SenatOr
Claiborne Pen (D., R, 1.) and Senator Clifford Case (R.,
N.J, ) was passed by voice vote. It endorsed the objectives
of the President’s May’ 1970 ocean policy statement, in-
cluding protection of freedom of the high seas (beyond
12 miles) for navigation, communication, scientific re-
search and free transit through and over international
straits.

It called for recognition of these international com-
numitv riehts: protection from ocean Pollution; assurance.-
of the integri;y of investments; substantial sharing of
revenues derived from exploitation of the seabeds, par-
ticularly for the benefit of developing countries; and com-
pulsory settlement of dkptrtes, The resolution endorsed
the notion of an effective International Seabed Authority
to regulate development of the mineral resources.

The resolution has strengthened the hand of opponents
of the mineral mining bill. In the State Department, espe-
cially, it is a Congressional expression Of OpiniOn that
provides justification for waiting for the UN. Conference
to reach its conclusions.

Agreement Expected by 1976

The Law of tbe Sea ‘Conference had always been
scheduled to reach agreement at least by the end of 1975.
Should it reach agreement, mining could take place im-
mediately since the treaty provides for provisional agree-
ment without waiting for ratification. Mining preparations
are taking place now. Hughes has a boat in the Pacific
already and development of the necessary technology
is on going in other places as well. Kennicott Copper has
taken a 50% interest in a consortium to develop the
capability for mineral mining.
-“tn:%larch; hearings wereheld in both the Senate and
the House on a new version of S. 1134. This bill, H.R.
12233, proposes to give first-come first-served ten year
licenses in advance of the conclusion of the UN. Treaty.
The licenses are really ten year options; and, if mining
begins during the ten year period, it can be continued
for twenty years thereafter. The United States would be
bound by the bill to try to maintain tbe rights of licensees
under any new treaty; failing that, the U.S. would be
obligated to compensate the licensee for the value of the
investment lost or impaired.

Since tbe Congress can easily wait two years to see
what happens, the idea of issuing licenses now—to take
effect in January, 1976—in case the Law of the Sea Con-
ference fails, is patently absurd. The mining companies
could mine naw if they were ready to do so—which they
are not. And the United States would pointlessly incur
the responsibility for compensation. This is not to speak
of the problems of upsetting the U.N. Confcrcncc.

The bill is slightly less greedy than the one introduced

by Senator Metcalf earlier, S. 1134, And it has dropped
the notion of “reciprocating states” under which the de-
veloped countries would adopt parallel legislation afford-
ing their own companies licensm and freezing Out de-
veloping countries who would not go along. These are
impioviments.

Senator Metcalf continues to play an extraordinary role
in this affair. Vkitors opposing the earlier W1llS were
advised privately that he had introduced them only to
expose the venality of the mining companies, and so on.
A newspaper repOrter was advised alsO, nOt fOr quOtatiOn,
that the bill WaS “preposterous.” Yet, in pubfic, the Sena-
tor continued to hold hearings encouraging the legislation
and clearly favored its backers.

The Senator is a highly political person, adept at strik-
ing poses. The April 1973 Newsletter’ gave an example
of this; without mentioning hlm by name, it described
his exaggerated response (“an effort to intimidate the U.S.
Senate”) on the Senate floor to comments of a Cbilian
UN. delegate about S. 1134. Similarly, when the FAS
D]rector submitted testimony urging full dkclosure of fi-
nancial links to mining companies by all associated with
the bill, the Senator refused to permit the testimony to
be presented, buried it in the record, and allowed as how
his integrity had been challenged.

Fishing Rights are the Newest Problem
A more serious threat to the Law of the Sea Conference

centers around fishing rights. A bN sponsored by Senator
Warren Magnuson (D., Wash. ) would extend U.S. juris-
diction over anadromous (inland and migrating) fish from
12 to 200 miles until general agreement was reached in
international negotiations. Senator Magnuson, like many
other Senators of coastal states, is under heavy pressure
from constituents wbo depend upon fishing for their
Iivelibood. These fishermen believe that coastal and mi-
grating fish stocks are in danger of being depleted and.
that coastal states are best equipped to prevent it. They
also want to protect their fishing grounds from foreign
intrusion.

Unfortunately, the solution poses problems. Deep water
fishermen, of tuna for example, are afraid that reciprocal
seizure of fishing areas will exclude them. Enforcement of
200 mile limits would also provide problems. The inter-
national legal basis for the U.S. law is uncertain and
could cause problems in a World Court case. Nor is even
the 200 mile limit sufficient to cope with the distances
fish travel. Indeed, the bill attempts to extend U.S. juris-
diction over migrating fish “wherever they may range in
the ocean”; this could cause nothing but problems. Mean-
while, the bill represents still another unilateral threat to
the possibility of multilateral agreement.

The best informed public interest group in Washington
on these matters is Save Our Seas (SOS) under the leader-
ship of former Justice Goldberg and, at the staff level,
Samuel Levering. SOS notes that a 1958 Convention on
Fishing and Conservation of Living Resources of the
High Seas recognizes a right of coastal states to impose
conservation measures unilaterally after 6 months of
efforts at negotiation, in this way, the bill is shown to be
unnecessary insofar as it seeks to enforce conservation. ❑
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MAXWELL TAYLOR ON
STRATEGIC WEAPONS

The April Issue of Foreign Affairs contains an
acticle “The Legitimate Claims of National Security”
in which GeneraI Taylor makes these pointy they are
cfose indeed to FAS positionx

On the importance of missile numbers: ‘There is
solid rebuttal for most of the arguments in suppoct
of the intrinsic importance of superiority in numbers
of strategic weapons. As a hedge against the danger
of a technological breakthrough, I would much prefer
an aggressive research and development program to
a further increment of obsolescent weapons.”

On the usability of strategic superiority: ‘(It has been
claimed that our strategic anperiori~reWWdKhii-’
shchev in the course of the Cuba missife crisis, and in
the end forced MS capitulation. If so, I neyer sensed
it at the time. Obviously, our strategic superiority
did not deter him from initiating MS rash venture in
the first place?’

On war-fighting capabilities versus deterrence only:
,,Havi”g dO”e everything possible to imprOve these

(deterrent and survivability) aspects of the force,
I would recommend abandoning all or most hedges
against the faifnre of deterrence and applying the
resources regained to more advantageous pucposes.”

On the size and structure of the deterrent force:
,,ne strategic ~etaliatoW force itself wo~ld consist Of

a few hundred stcategic weapons, mostly submarine-
kannched baffistic missiles, exploiting the mnltiple
warhead principle to increase the number of warheads
as desired. In addition a small bomber force would
be jnstitied because of certain advantages which
bombers have over missiles”.

SENATOR NUNN ON NATO

A repmt by the newest addition to the Senate
Armed Secvices Committee, Senator Sam Nunn of
Georgia, provided candid insights into NATO prob-
lems and is well worth reading. Entitled ‘(Policy,
Troops and the NATO Alliance~ it makes these
points, among others:

On French unwillingness to coordinate: “Tbus,
as a practical matter, France by its poficies reduces
the possibility of a conventiomd defense, and sig-
nificantly lowers the nuclear threshold by refusing
to collaborate in advance for a strong conventional
defense. . . . [and] French tactical nuclear weapons
if used in the midst of a conventional engagement
between NATO and Warsaw Pact Forces, could force
the U.S. into a nuclear war?’

On US. readiriess to use mdeai ‘weapons’ fir{’
“o”r pIan to “Se tactical nuclear weapons ‘as soon

as necessarv’ is heavilv emphasized-but ‘as late ai
possible’ d;es not ge; eno;gh emphasis. . . . The
nuclear tkreshold is low because of the shoct time
that NATO mifitary commande~ feel that they could
fight conventionally, and because of the psychologi-
cal reliance hy AIIied mifitary and political leaders
on a rnpid American nuclear response. In a Warsaw
Pact attack, the initial shock of conventional fight-
ing, probably with some initial military setbacks,
combined with the desire to insure a U.S. nuclear
commitment, cmdd result in enormous and possibly
irresistible pressure to use nuclear weapons at the
outset .“

On NATO versus Warsaw Pact posture: “. . .
[W]hen measured by available resources, NATO is
ckmer to a conventional balance than previously
thought. . . . The critical question is why does NATO
have a parity in manpower but generate substantially
less combat forces than the Warsaw Pact.”
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